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It’s Finally Here!

I am so excited to share Here There Be Griffins with you! 

I started this project 4 years ago. It is the book that has taken longest to finish out of all my 
main 5 books. The Rigs and West & Windy I wrote in a month. The Thunder Creek Gang and 
The Peregrinating Door both took 4 days, so 4 years is a bit excessive. But here we are! Just 
in time for Christmas too!

This is a story that is close to my heart. Not only does it start within 5 Km of where my 5th 
Great Grandpa first settled in BC but it is about a girl who reminds me of my Tall Girl.

Being a parent to kids with special needs lets you look at the world differently. It’s not always 
easy but you can find ways to figure tough things out. Moly in this story is a girl with ADHD, 
Sensory Issues, some OCD, and coordination issues too. She is her own person and as is 
often the case, our world isn’t built for extraordinary kids. 

Moly gets picked on in school and is BFF’s with the school librarian, so when she finds this 
griffin egg and discovers she isn’t even from our world she is thrown from comfort and safety 
into a journey to find her mom but to also find herself.

It a journey we need to take at some point even if we aren’t all lucky enough to travel beyond 
the North Wind!

Courtenay Kasper



The Rigs
When Cora’s curiosity causes her to chase down the 
mysterious noise in her Floating City (Rig), she is swept 
into a world she doesn’t believe exists. Can Bardsong 
redeem himself for kidnapping her? Can they work 
together to save both their worlds? This captivating 
tale is set 100 years after the polar ice caps have melted, 
everyone lives on rigs, and the mainland is no longer 
livable, or is it?

COURT’S OTHER BOOKS
West & Windy

Heirs to a broken kingdom, two young foxes journey across 
land and sea to rescue their parents from cruel Bruin captors. 
This steampunk quest follows the journey of siblings, West 
and Windy, as they discover truth, faith, and hope along the 
way.
The young foxes are on the run from the meanest, stinkiest, 
grumpiest Bruin King Rancid.
Can they trust the Monkey Pirates? Maybe.
The Wild Critters? Who knows...
The Ninja Bats? No Way!

West&Windy

Courtenay Kasper

Available in ebook, Paperback, Audiobook, and 
Spanish Translation

Available in ebook, Paperback, Audiobook, and Spanish 
Translation
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The Peregrinating Door

The Thunder Creek Gang
Eleven-year-old Ridge Jones and his twin sister Libby discover 
their Grandpa is not the sheriff they thought he was, launching 
them on an 1800’s wild, gold rush journey from Cache Creek 
to Barkerville. The twins– scared spitless of outlaws– Rusty 
Roy, Bad Barry, and their hilariously useless gang of train 
robbers– must race to Barkerville before it’s too late to save 
their family. A wild west adventure with hope, faith, and a 
sassy goat, this short story is sure to give you a good laugh and 
hope in hard times!

Ari spends his life hiding from adventure, but when he 
assumes reading about adventure is safe, he realizes just 
how much fear has held him back. Set in Israel in our 
time and Biblical times, Ari discovers a time-traveling 
book of Adventure, Bravery, and Valor.

Available in eBook and Paperback. Also available is my 
Christian Camp Speaking Companion Guide.

Available in eBook and Paperback.



THE
AUDIOBOOKS

West & Windy

West and Windy are on the run from the 
meanest, stinkiest, grumpiest Bruin King 
Rancid.
Can they trust the Monkey Pirates? Maybe.
The Wild Critters? Who knows...
The Ninja Bats? No Way!

The Rigs
When Cora’s curiosity causes her to chase 
down the mysterious noise in her Floating 
City (Rig), she is swept into a world she doesn’t 
believe exists. Can Bardsong redeem himself 
for kidnapping her? Can they work together 
to save both their worlds? This captivating 
tale is set 100 years after the polar ice caps 
have melted, everyone lives on rigs, and the 
mainland is no longer livable, or is it?

It has been the coolest experience to create an audiobook. I worked with Audible.
com and two fantastic Narrators Grayson Davila and Ron Thomas. Here There Be 
Griffins is in the process of being made into an audiobook right now!
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Here are a couple of behind-the-scenes 
things you think about when you are 
reading Here There Be Griffins.
I originally started writing this as a sequel 
to The Rigs. It was going to be called 
Metal Moly about a girl called Moly 
who lives and scavenges in a junkyard 
because metal is so valuable. But then 
while I was writing, she found a griffin 
egg and suddenly I knew I wasn’t writing 
in the same universe anymore, so then it 
became its own story.
There will be two other books The 
Cartografist’s Map and Here There Be 
Dragons.
Many of the characters in the book are 
named after elements from the periodic 
table. Some are named for gold, wind, 
or other natural things. The griffins are 
named for colours, but I went with a 
naming style that had the initial sound 

and then an apostrophe. R’ven, H’zeli, 
G’neto are Raven, Hazel, and Garnet.
Some of the initial travels up to the 
Northern Lights are reminiscent of my 
trip to Fort Nelson to see the Northern 
Lights Farm
Moly’s fort in the towing yard is our old 
green safari van, so I can picture it very 
clearly. 
The Towing Yard itself is a real place that 
I have driven by countless times.
I always wonder what processes authors 
use when writing their books and how 
they decide on names. I can’t help it, if 
a name is really odd, I will always read 
it backwards to see if it was a different 
word or name but spelled backwards. 
AKA Yanetruoc Repsak - That’s me:)

BEHIND THE SCENES



FAN ART
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STEP

STEP

STEP

Captain Pronto - Alex (Age 8) Windy in the balloon - Josie (Age 6)

Uh Oh! Loose Bolts - Sam (Age 8)

Captain Pronto’s Ship - Jordan (Age 8)
Dandelion - Mikayla (Age 10)

The Emerald Falcon! - JMR.io (Age 10)
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TRANSLATIONS

Several of my books are in the process of being translated 
into other languages. The Rigs has been translated into 
Spanish and is now titled Plataformas. West and Windy is 
mid-translation and I am hoping Here There Be Griffins is 
next. You can find Plataformas on Barnes & Noble, Kobo, 
Scribd, and The Apple Bookstore. 

FLIMSY WHIPPERWHIRL
Who is this Flimsy Whipperwhirl you ask?
He is the Pen Name of Sasha in Here There Be Griffins. 
He lost a bet with his sister and had to continue writing 
his non-fiction works with that pen name. We will be see-
ing more from Flimsy in the future.
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COURTENAYKASPER.WORDPRESS.COM

Connect with me:

facebook.com/clkasper

instagram.com/courtenaykasper

pinterest.ca/courtenaykasper

goodreads.com/courtenaykasper


